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Hays is the leading global specialist recruitment group with
over 10,000 employees in 250 offices, located across 33
countries in Australasia, Asia, Europe and North and South
America. The 2017 financial year delivered revenues of
£5,051million and we filled 1,000 jobs every working day.
Hays has been established in Australasia for 42 years and today we are the largest
specialist recruitment company in the region, with a turnover of $1,950 million and
operations at 38 locations throughout Australia and New Zealand. We find permanent
jobs for over 13,100 people a year and temporary and contract assignments for over
71,000 people a year and at any one time we employ over 19,000 temporaries and
contractors.
Our investment in staff and training sets the industry benchmark and ensures we stay
at the forefront of the Australasian recruitment industry. Hays has received a number of
prestigious awards of recognition from our peers and customers in the industry. We are
long-standing, proactive members of the Recruitment & Consulting Services
Association and became the first national specialist recruitment company to be
accredited with the International Quality Standard ISO9002 (now ISO9001:2008) in
1994. As a measure of our commitment to Occupational Health and Safety, we are also
accredited to AS/NZS 4801 standard.
As a testament to the quality of services we provide, in November 2016 Hays was
awarded the Large Recruitment Agency of the Year Award at the Seek Annual
Recruitment Awards. These awards are judged by an independent panel of industry
experts who commended our innovative nature, continued growth, diverse and inclusive
culture and the level of engagement with our candidates.
Hays’ investment in our business has seen us become the region’s market leading talent
sourcing and recruitment brand. We are continually innovating our services with the aim
of anticipating our clients’ needs. Our current expertise includes the following elements:
Recruitment
•
•
•
•
•
•

Permanent recruitment services at all levels, including executive placements
Temporary and contingent staffing solutions at all levels
Sourcing and management of fixed term contractors
Recruitment Project management
Leading edge assessment techniques for volume recruitment
On and offline ability, personality and intelligence testing

Other Services
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Market data, insights and information
Unbundled recruitment services, giving clients access to our methodology
Candidate resources including online training
“Payrolling” service for client-sourced temporaries and contractors
Candidate “Warehousing” for candidates applying directly to clients
Coordination of associated services including security, medical and tailored onboarding programs
Dedicated account management for Preferred Supply Agreements
Outsourced recruitment and managed recruitment models through Hays Talent Solutions using our
end-to-end system, 3SS
• Analysis of recruitment processes and efficiency
• Sharing our best practice, market know-how, data and insights across all aspects of the world of work
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Why Hays?
Despite the technological tools available to everyone, finding the right talent
for a role involves more than putting an ad on a job board, or running a
LinkedIn search and sending an InMail. Our focus remains on building
trusted relationships with our candidates and constructing talent networks
that enable us to deliver the right candidates to our clients, at the right time.
When candidates are ready for a career move, we are the people they trust.
We differentiate ourselves with a focus on the following four key areas:
Engagement - we build trusted relationships
• Hays delivers its specialist recruitment services through specialist
business units, each with its own management structure, business
plan and resources. Our clients receive a highly focused, fully
tailored service from 6,884 consultants who are experts in their niche
fields, the majority of whom only recruit either permanent or
temporary/contract staff.
• We produce relevant, targeted market commentary and advice for
candidates and clients, sharing this with our customers via a range
of channels - events, direct marketing, LinkedIn, sponsorships and
multi media.
• We have the largest corporate recruitment advertising spend in the
region and invest heavily in supporting industry groups and
associations. We also contribute extensively to recruitment and
employment debate and innovation, and our PR department
ensures that we are profiled in a wide variety of media.
Sources - our database is your most likely source of a successful
employee
• Built up over many years, our OneTouch system holds the details of
over 2,690,000 candidates, delivering all the important information
about the trusted networks we have built.
• OneTouch is unique in that it coordinates with LinkedIn’s network to
deliver the most up-to-date and productive connections and utilises
Google-powered search to enable the targeting of the most unique
skill sets.
• Our strategy is to continually interact with the whole candidate
network; we source from the whole market, not just who happens to
be looking today.
• Hays is the most followed recruitment company in the world on LinkedIn.
Technology platform - continuous investment in technology
• We have built a core system, OneTouch, that can readily interact with any new capability we want to
integrate.
• We’ve also partnered globally with some key providers – Google to give us unmatched search capability
across all sources we employ and LinkedIn as an extension of our database.
• Through our engagement strategy we have become the most followed staffing company globally and
have first level connections with 80 per cent of the entire LinkedIn network.
• Offering an excellent job board with a range of advertising options, such as a Flinders Council-dedicated
microsite, the Hays website has value-added services for all users.
• We have developed 3SS, a web-enabled database and workflow system designed for the delivery of
our RPO services, which automatically records and comprehensively reports on all recruitment activity.
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Training - recruitment in today’s market is a highly skilled job
• The training and development a Hays consultant receives is renowned as the best in the industry.
• By working with a Hays consultant you are tapping into a vast knowledge bank, expertise and capability
that delivers service excellence to our customers.
• Hays’ staff are selected using a rigorous, assessment centre-based methodology and are internationally
mobile, giving Australasia access to the very best local and international talent.
• Our continued success depends entirely on maintaining a high performance culture. We offer value to
our employees through career development, rewards, and work/life balance support.
Our desire to be leader in this field will ensure not only that Flinders Council receives a state-of-the-art
solution including account management, candidate sourcing, and reporting and invoicing, but also that we
continuously strive to improve our service delivery to benefit you.
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Recruitment Methodology
Our recruitment process has been developed with the belief that providing a
quality recruitment service is more than just matching skills to a job and
involves delivering the best service to every customer, every time. With
Flinders Council, this approach means understanding your business, vision,
culture and key competencies and incorporating this understanding into our
process.
Hays already has a level of understanding of Flinders Council, gained from our existing relationships and
previous recruitment activity. We are committed to working in partnership with Flinders Council to develop
a complete understanding of your organisation and it will be the account management team’s responsibility
to do this through a systematic program of meetings with relevant Flinders Council personnel, including
HR, key senior management, line representatives and procurement as appropriate.
Our recruitment methodology is applied across all of our Specialist Business Units and all the stages of our
recruitment process incorporate quality mechanisms to ensure that the standard of service delivered to
both Flinders Council and our candidates is of the high quality we commit to. The following provides an
overview of Hays’ recruitment methodology, with a brief explanation of the crucial recruitment stages and
we can expand on these details in any area required by Flinders Council.

7
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Establish requirement
Hays approaches this as one of the most critical stages of any recruitment exercise.
We will use our existing level of understanding of Flinders Council and add to our
knowledge through further meetings with HR and specific line management.
Confirm assignment
For each assignment we will conduct briefing sessions with Flinders Council
nominated contacts to discuss and confirm the job specification and assignment
protocol and to build on our relationship with Flinders Council contacts.
Hays’ approach is to attract and engage top talent through a sophisticated multi
channel strategy. Far beyond traditional candidate attraction, it is our entire
corporate focus across many facets such as our brand, network and engagement
strategy that enables us to produce the right talent at the right time.

8
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Hays Brand
Our market leading brand position has evolved over many years through the continued strength of our
presence across all media in the region. More recently it has been underpinned by our status as the number
one most followed recruitment agency on LinkedIn. Our CEO, Alistair Cox, is a part of the exclusive
LinkedIn Influencer program, and we sponsor Manchester City Football Club to further boost our global
profile.
Global Network
Our global network spans more than 5,000 consultants in 252 offices across 33 countries. These highlytrained specialists manage a global database of over 9m candidates, accessible via Google search
capabilities, and circa 200m first level connections on LinkedIn. Our clients and candidates engage with us
on a global basis, allowing us to facilitate career development for an increasingly internationally mobile
community.
Candidate Database – Our system, OneTouch, is unique in that it coordinates with LinkedIn’s network to
deliver the most up-to-date and productive connections. Using our Google technology, our consultants can
search and review profiles from LinkedIn and our own database simultaneously, meaning they’re always
in possession of the most recent and accurate member information. Daily network updates tell us when
individual’s statuses change to suggest they’re open to new opportunities. Real-time access means we
see updates sooner, so we can respond faster with relevant jobs and helpful advice. Our consultants have
the knowledge and contacts to make full use of the unrivalled reach offered by this unique capability, with
personal connections to nearly a third of the platform’s entire global network.
OneTouch features interaction on a cross border basis, enabling international sourcing and maximising our
reach. Our specialist team, Hays GlobaLink, delivers a UK database dedicated to candidates looking to
work in Australia.
SEEK - We recently announced our ground breaking partnership with SEEK Limited. This partnership
creates a leading and innovative position in the use of cloud computing and data science in the recruiting
industry, bringing value to our clients and candidates alike.
The innovative combination of SEEK’s extensive Talent Search database with Hays’ mature candidate
database creates a network of over five million profiles in the ANZ recruitment market that is unprecedented
in the industry. Powered by SEEK’s powerful search and data science technology and fully integrated into
Hays’ industry leading technology infrastructure, Hays is now able to conduct simultaneous candidate
searches over the combined pool of qualified, skilled and professional candidates in seconds, producing
the best, most up to date and relevant candidate matches in the industry.
Referrals – Our most common method of attracting new candidates is by referral from existing ones, and
we have an established reward program in place to maximise this service. This is a focus for our quality
and service program in that we are constantly monitoring service quality and candidate satisfaction.
Multi-channel Engagement
To ensure that candidates remain engaged with our brand throughout their employment lifecycle we employ
a sophisticated suite of channels. Key strategies include:
• Website Content – serving as the core of our engagement strategy, hays.com.au features constantly
updated content that ensures candidates engage with us throughout their careers, not just when they’re
actively seeking a new position. As well as job search functionality it also features tailored salary guides,
helpful guides to specific professions, market overviews and other targeted insights into the world of
work.
• Utilising our database – OneTouch is the most sophisticated system in the market, in that we are able
to search on the specific competencies of an assignment or an individual characteristic of a position.
This is an instantaneous search allowing us to quickly access the availability of suitable
temporary/contract and permanent candidates. This is beneficial in maximising our clients’ access to
the marketplace and the speed at which an assignment can be recruited and it enables us to use a
complementary candidate attraction strategy, where potential candidates may be in limited supply.
Currently, Hays has over 2,690,000 available candidates registered nationally and we have a
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sophisticated “opt-in” program to engage with those candidates by sharing market insights and valuable
advice to assist them in their career search.
• Industry Memberships – Hays offers extensive support and sponsorship to the industry groups
appropriate for our specialist services. Our consultants regularly attend seminars, trade fairs and
workshops to ensure that their technical and industry knowledge is up-to-date, and networking forums
give them the opportunity to gather a further understanding of their field and meet potential candidates.
• Curated LinkedIn Groups – to underpin our position as the industry’s most sophisticated user of
LinkedIn, we have created carefully curated specialist groups. These extensively followed groups are
aligned to our specialist areas of expertise, are led by subject matter experts, and ensure continued
engagement with our brand throughout the employment cycle.
We continually evaluate the experience of our candidates and clients with our brand, continuously seeking
ways to improve our services. We undertake detailed surveying, analyse KPIs, and get regular feedback
from all parties involved. Our general continuous improvement program is a natural extension of our quality
program, assured to ISO 9001:2008 and developed over 40 years of local operation.
Thought Leadership
Hays invests to ensure that our talent network remains informed and connected, cementing our
relationships so that when the right role comes along we are already in conversation. The result is an
informed, connected network of talent that is unique to Hays.
As our core activity is recruitment, we employ 832 consultants across Australia and New Zealand who are
specialists in their fields. This places us in a unique position to keep abreast of national and international
recruitment trends, accumulating information on the employment market and the industries in which our
clients operate. Within the constraints of confidentiality, we amalgamate this information to extract
developments and trends relevant to clients and candidates alike, providing an invaluable source of market
data. Key elements include:
Salary Guides: The Hays Salary Survey is our key annual publication and is the longest running in the
market. It is compiled from information collected from our network throughout Australia and New Zealand
and from the results of a questionnaire that is completed by over 1,700 of our clients. The survey, available
in hard copy, online and as an app, reports on remuneration and benefits in each of our specialist business
units.
Quarterly Hotspots: Hays produces a Quarterly Forecast to target candidate hotspots and present market
commentary. This is available by specialist business unit at hays.com.au/forecast
White papers: We are proactive in sharing our knowledge in the form of regular white papers. Recent
examples include The Balancing Act - Creating a Diverse Workforce and The
DNA of a CFO, an analysis of what it takes to reach the top in finance.
Public Relations: Hays is widely recognised as the go-to firm in the staffing
industry, ensuring our brand remains at the forefront of candidate’s minds. We
are widely quoted in the press and we have a dedicated press department that
generates opportunities to increase our profile – both for us and for our clients.
Our PR team can be briefed to generate opportunities for Hays to publicise
specific Flinders Council roles directly or to profile our expertise in this area, with
all press carrying our website address and other contact details.
Hays Journal: A prestigious bi-annual publication providing insight, debate and
views on the world of work for those responsible for recruiting and retaining talent
in businesses worldwide.
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Global Skills Index: in November 2012 we launched the inaugural Hays Global
Job Index, produced in collaboration with Oxford Economics. This
unique publication represents a unique and insightful barometer of the market
dynamics and availability of professional skills in 27 key economies around the
world, including Australia. More detail, including a page turner of the latest
report, can be found here.
This established profile, international links, powerful attraction strategy and
market specialisation, combine to give us the capacity to deliver the breadth of
skills required by Flinders Council. Add to this a market-leading database system and sophisticated
selection methodology and you have one of the most effective specialist recruitment consultancies in the
market.

Hays combines the specialist working, business and recruitment knowledge of
its consulting staff to provide a comprehensive screening and selection process.
This is complemented by our vast experience in managing key client accounts,
giving Hays the ability to incorporate Flinders Council processes seamlessly.
Job-specific Screening
Hays’ automated, online application system has improved the way we
manage candidate flow and shortlists. Easily completed, tailored applications
from our website and the major job boards are delivered directly to our
operational system and our talent pool:
• When an applicant applies for a job online, their details are automatically loaded onto OneTouch, with a
new file opened for candidates not currently registered
• The application is recorded on a dedicated ”shortlist” page of the job file, with a link back to the
candidate’s details, facilitating more efficient data management and reducing processing time
• The process is instant, with candidate details accessible in the OneTouch system as soon as the
application is received
• The shortlist page provides project management functionality, for example additional candidates are
added from our talent pool to consolidate the process and communication programs are managed using
this complete population
This process further enhances Hays’ speed and ability to supply high quality candidates, which are
unparalleled in the industry. This is especially important in a candidate-short market.
General Screening Interview
Telephone screening is conducted by our specialist consultants on all candidates seeking employment
through Hays. If the candidate is not applying for a specific role, the screen is conducted as a ‘preregistration’, identifying the potential, experience and motivation of the candidate.
Areas covered include identifying basic information about the candidate’s skill level, synergy of experience
with Flinders Council requirements, assessing motivation and attitude and their requirements. We also set
expectations for the recruitment process.

Assessment, Assignment and Briefing
All candidates are given an in-depth interview by our trained and experienced
consultants in a private environment, using behavioural interview techniques. This
interview is a key part of our validation process and is tailored to suit either generic
or specific recruitment. As our consultants are specialists in their fields, we also
use the interview as a measurement of skill level by asking detailed technical
questions.
Hays consultants are fully trained in Behavioural Interview techniques and will
discuss the relevant competencies with a nominated Flinders Council contact on a position-by-position
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basis. The key competencies for assignment will then form part of the interview, with the Flinders Council’s
EVP promoted to ensure your role stands out from competing opportunities.
Assessment Centres (Optional)
In the event of a high volume recruitment requirement, we are able to conduct assessment centres, which
involve assessing and testing potential candidates in a group situation using structured tools such as roleplays, presentations and simulations. Comprehensive pre-screening establishes a candidate’s experience
and background as satisfactory and they are then briefed on the assessment centre and invited to attend.
Information packs can be distributed prior to the event detailing venues, format, procedures, assessors and
expected outcomes and these may include general criteria for selection.
Testing
Hays has a range of computerised and online aptitude and personality testing tools that are used as
appropriate to each recruitment assignment. Candidates are tested on any packages they claim proficiency
in, covering speed, accuracy and package proficiency. Tests can be tailored to reflect Flinders Council’s
own documents and we can test existing employees to develop benchmarks. For suitable candidates that
do not possess some of the required skills, we have internal training facilities enabling applicants to train
and familiarise themselves on specific packages.
Test

Description

Abilities Tests

Numerical estimation, number and word checking tests, sorting and coding as well as
further spelling and grammar tests using ‘real world’ documents.

The Candidate
Assessment Tests
(CAT)

The CAT system was developed to solve the previously conflicting needs of testing large
numbers of people with high quality psychometric instruments at a reasonable cost.

CS7 Test

For positions involving customer contact, Hays offers the Customer Service Questionnaire.

Technology Skills

Hays, through partnership with SHL, can provide technical testing for the full range of IT
roles including: systems and network administration; database development, administration,
and reporting; programming; and web development. The testing can evaluate the basic,
intermediate and advanced proficiency level in over 200 technologies, and will show a
candidate's competency and a company and global percentile comparison.

Psychometric Tests

Hays has a partnership with Rightpeople to provide a range of web-enabled psychometric
assessment tools. As a premier test publisher, Rightpeople provides state-of-the-art
assessment products for all forms of employment-related screening.

Recommendation & Reference Checking
Hays undertakes reference checks on all candidates covering employment background, technical skills,
behavioural competencies and general suitability for the position. These are completed with a recent
supervisor or manager and are undertaken using the standard Reference Check Report format required
by our quality assured processes. This report can be tailored to suit Flinders Council’s needs as required.
References presented to Flinders Council will be an accurate reflection of the referee’s opinion,
encompassing strengths and opportunities for improvement as applicable. Results of referencing are
recorded on the candidate’s electronic file and can be provided to Flinders Council. We will tailor the timing
and number of these checks to suit Flinders Council Hiring Managers’ requirements and preferences.
Hays will check any qualifications claimed by a candidate with the appropriate body and confirm eligibility
to work in Australia by sighting visa/passport information and ensuring candidates sign a declaration to
state that they are eligible to work in Australia. If the candidate does not hold an Australian passport, the
Department of Immigration allow us to check the persons work entitlements via their website, using the
Entitlement Verification Online (EVO) system. We can provide a report detailing those candidates subject
to visas and when they are reaching the cut-off point.
In addition to reference checks, we can provide the following checks and verifications; criminal history
checks, in-depth security clearances, bankruptcy and limited credit checks can be conducted in accordance
with Part III of the Privacy Act and full background and probity checks.
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Shortlist Submission – Hays will present candidate shortlists including their résumé and selection criteria
in any format required by Flinders Council, expressly designed to suit your needs.
Shortlist Submission & Confirmation
The second interview shortlist will be confirmed and the interviews and any further testing coordinated. We
will deliver any information necessary for this stage of the process and will ensure that the candidates are
managed to ensure the correct outcome for both sides. Our OneTouch system includes an automated
“Interview Confirm” function enabling consultants to instantly send the details of interviews to Flinders
Council and the candidate by email, enhancing Hays’ timeliness by consolidating two complete elements
of the recruitment process into one.
Selection and Client Assessment
Hays will liaise with Flinders Council and the candidates throughout the entire process until conclusion.

The level of our participation through the final selection process is at Flinders
Council’s discretion.
Follow-up Success
We are committed to the success of staff placed by Hays and will maintain a
scheduled program of contact with successfully placed candidates to ensure the
role or assignment is progressing as expected for both parties - Flinders Council
and your new employee/temporaries.
Feedback
Maintaining Contact – Candidate management and care is fundamental to our continued success and
the level of care offered to our candidates is benchmarked in our quality assured recruitment procedures.
Hays maintains regular contact with candidates using a communication program focused on the key stages
of candidate registration, during the recruitment process, post-placement and inactive periods.

For permanent placements, contact will be made with the Flinders Council
representative and successful candidate as a minimum on the first day and each
month to three months, including site-visits. For temporary assignments, contact
will be made on the first day of the assignment and then, depending upon the
length of the assignment, weekly. Additionally, on or close to the expected
completion date of the assignment, the consultant calls Flinders Council and
candidate to determine whether the assignment will be extended or finishing. At
the assignment completion, the consultant conducts a finishing reference with
Flinders Council.
In both of the above cases, this is the minimum follow-up and we will agree the actual program at the
placing of the candidate. The follow-up calls are automatically prompted by our system and they will all be
noted on the operational system. This contact is extremely helpful in identifying and addressing potential
issues with Hays maintaining objectivity for both parties. Random quality control calls are conducted by
Managers to assess the performance of the appointee and the quality of our service and this is also a focus
of our Customer Service Questionnaires.
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Recommended Candidate Attraction Strategy
Hays’ ongoing approach is to attract candidates using a combination of local,
national and international candidate attraction strategies including print and
electronic media. We propose a blended campaign that encompasses the
following:
•

Press advertising. As part of the largest corporate recruitment advertiser in Australia, Hays Executive
undertakes a general advertising program. This is augmented by client-specific advertisements that
allow us to pass on the benefits of our discounted rates and premium positioning to our clients. As an
example of this, in 2010 Hays became the largest recruitment advertiser in the Early General News
section of the Sydney Morning Herald and retained the ranking of number one recruitment advertiser
in the Early General News section of The Age. This now gives our clients prime position at the very
front of each newspaper. At all times and in all forms, our advertising is designed to attract requisite
skills and competencies as well as build or reinforce market presence for both our clients and Hays.
Our brand guarantees Flinders Council advertising that will highlight your role against competing
opportunities:

•

Internet advertising on our website (hays.com.au) - Jobs and Hot Jobs. Our website is constantly rated
in the top recruitment websites, attracting over 500,000 visits, 5 million page views and 100,000
applications per month. Our site is automatically updated with any new jobs that have had a web
advertisement added by the consultant, thus the role can be quickly uploaded to the site.

•

As well as using our own local site, we advertise on hays.com, Hays’ international website. In Australia,
we also use a number of general job boards. We will place the advertisement on four of the most
prominent employment websites across Australia, free of charge, to ensure maximum exposure:
careerone.com.au
executive.seek.com.au

•

Hays has had considerable success with high quality mailshots detailing specific vacancies targeted
at suitable candidates both locally and overseas. Having developed strong relationships with various
industry bodies, we are able to use their mailing lists in order to target specific candidate types, in
some cases exclusively.

Our approach to advertising is combined with a number of other strategies that broaden the skills we can
supply:
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Referrals
Our most common method of attracting new candidates is by referral from existing ones, and we have an
established reward program in place to maximise this service. This is a focus for our quality and service
program in that we are constantly monitoring service quality and candidate satisfaction.
Candidate Database
In order to maintain the pre-eminence of our IT systems, in 2009 implemented our operating system, One
Touch. This unique tool provides enhanced functionality to our powerful recruitment database, harnessing
the power of market-leading Elasticsearch technology, automatic CV uploads, job board posting and
enhanced management information, all within the reach of a simple mouse click. It forms the platform for
our global office network, unifying our work practices and enabling us to share best practice in our
businesses. It has also enabled us to unite our state candidate databases for the first time, resulting in a
single candidate database of over 2,690,000 individuals. This unified pool of candidates, the largest in
existence in the region, provides us with an unmatched resource for matching candidates to Flinders
Council’s requirements.
Social Media
Our database is unique in that it coordinates with LinkedIn’s network to deliver the most up-to-date and
productive connections. Using our Elasticsearch technology, our consultants can search and review
profiles from LinkedIn and our own database simultaneously, meaning they’re always in possession of the
most recent and accurate member information. Daily network updates tell us when individual’s statuses
change to suggest they’re open to new opportunities. Real-time access means we see updates sooner, so
we can respond faster with relevant jobs and helpful advice. Our consultants have the knowledge and
contacts to make full use of the unrivalled reach offered by this unique capability, with personal connections
to nearly a third of the platform’s entire global network.
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Partner with the Experts
James Ower - Manager – Launceston
http://au.linkedin.com/in/jamesower/
Email: James.Ower@hays.com.au
Phone: 03 6333 9400
James is the manager of Hay’s Launceston office, looking after a small but successful team which has
established itself as the leading recruitment team in Northern Tasmania. He looks after all Executive,
Senior Finance and Community Services recruitment for the Launceston office.
He has over ten years recruitment experience, gained both here in Tasmania and in the UK. He has
extensive experience recruiting in a variety of sectors including Senior Finance, Accounting, Executive,
Healthcare, Management, Office Professionals, Information Technology and Trades & Labour. He has
completed successful recruitment assignments for local businesses, large multinational companies, not for
profit organisations, Government departments and local Councils.
Since moving to Launceston 8 years ago from the UK, James has fallen in love with Tasmania and he has
become fully involved in the Northern Tasmanian community. In addition to arranging business networking
events with Hays and co-hosting events with TasICT, James has previously organised three Hays’ Charity
Indoor Soccer Tournaments (raising a total of over $4000 each for Beyond Blue, Make a Wish Foundation
and Headspace) with teams competing from organisations including Taswater, Launceston City Council,
Tasmanian Alkaloids, Taswater and The Examiner. A passionate individual who loves to give back to the
local community, James is also a committee member for Northern Rangers Football Club and has taken
part in the last four St Vincent De Paul’s CEO Sleepouts.
During his time in Tasmania, James has devised and run many successful advertising campaigns and
tailored innovative candidate attraction strategies for his clients, assisting with many difficult to fill positions
and gaining repeat assignments through providing the highest level of service. Working in the Northern
Tasmanian market for over seven years has given James an excellent understanding of the local job market
and Tasmania-specific issues around candidate attraction and retention. Utilising his local networks James
is able to identify ‘passive candidates’ who aren’t actively looking at job adverts but are open to hearing
about opportunities.
James sets very high standards in strategic selection by developing a clear understanding of the issues
surrounding each campaign. This includes identifying the skills, experience, capability and cultural fit
required of the ideal candidate. Also, this involves gaining as much knowledge about where the role fits
into the organisation and the outcomes required so that the most appropriate candidate is properly
identified and briefed prior to interview.
He holds an Honours Degree in Sociology which gave him a passion for understanding people and society,
and he prides himself on his ability to find the perfect candidate for a business.
Examples of Senior roles James has recruited include the following;
Job Title

Client

General Manager

Healthcare Insurance

Senior Manager Financial Audit

Tasmanian Audit Office

Accountant

Latrobe Council

Regional Manager

Tasnetworks

Business Analyst

Tasports

Company Accountant

JAC Group

Executive Officer

Epilepsy Tasmania

Facility Manager
Governance, Risk & Compliance
Manager

Onecare
Healthcare Insurance
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Fees and Guarantees
Hays would offer the below fee structure for the recruitment of the General Manager position for Flinders
Council. The fee would be invoiced in two instalments, the first on the date of receipt of Flinders Council’s
instruction to proceed with the assignment, the second upon the commencement of the successful
applicant.
The following table provides the breakdown of the fees during the recruitment process:
Stage One
Stage Two

On commencement of assignment
Upon the commencement of the successful
applicant

$5,250 + GST
$7,500 + GST

These fees represent a significant reduction to our standard terms, which are outlined in our Standard
Terms of Business document.
Guarantee
Hays has an absolute commitment to providing a service of the highest quality and candidates of the best
possible match to your requirements. Should the guarantees outlined below be exercised, Hays will make
sourcing a suitable replacement our highest priority to ensure that the role is refilled as soon as possible
and with minimum disruption to Flinders Council’s operations. In the unlikely event that the replacement is
due to a performance issue, we will take your feedback into consideration in sourcing an appropriate
replacement. Hays offers the following performance guarantee:
If a candidate you have recruited through us leaves your employ within 12 weeks of the date of
commencement, we will endeavour to find a replacement free of charge. This replacement guarantee only
applies when our fee has been paid within the agreed payment terms and we have been notified in writing
within seven days of the occurrence of a termination, providing the termination is for reasons other than
retrenchment, change of job description or working conditions.
As the replacement guarantee relates to a specific job description, we reserve the right to negotiate our
replacement terms should changes occur to the original role. No guarantee period is applicable to a
replacement.
Other Terms
Any terms not changed in this document remain as per our standard Terms of Business at Attachment
One.
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Timeframe & Intended Search Strategy
Hays will commence the recruitment process as soon as we have written authority. We envisage that the
candidate attraction phase will take three weeks to conclude and that candidates identified through
advertising will be assessed within two weeks. It is reasonable to suggest that Flinders Council will
commence interviewing six weeks from assignment commencement. A suggested timeframe is given in
the table below, highlighting the major milestones in the process.
Offer & acceptance stage
Flinders Council 2nd interviews
Flinders Council 1st interviews
Shortlist presented
Hays interviews
Advertisement appears
Contact targets
Conduct research
Assignment authority

Week

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Intended Search Strategy
My search strategy for this role would take a multi-faceted approach based on the following areas Advertising – I would place a co-branded advert (example attached in email) for the position in the
Advocate, Examiner and Mercury for two consecutive Saturdays, and would run an online advert on
Seek, CareerOne, Hays’ Website and LinkedIn for two full weeks.
Local Networks – I would contact suitable candidates registered with me and known to me through my
local networks to discuss the role and identify suitable passive candidates (those not looking at the job
adverts but interested in hearing about opportunities from myself)
Mainland Networks – Through liaising with my colleagues in our mainland offices, searches of our
candidate database and our partnership with SEEK, I would be able to identify potential mainland based
candidates. Having recruited in Tasmania for over 8 years I have gained a good eye for assessing
candidate’s motivations for moving to Tassie, so any mainland applicants who progress would be skype
interviewed by myself and also interviewed in person by a consultant in a local Hays office.
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Attachment One
Terms of Business
Terms of Business - Hays Australia
Specific terms for introduction of
permanent/fixed term staff
1. Parties & nature of relationship

1.1 Hays is a provider
of recruitment and labour hire services only and not a provider of work
services. These Terms and Conditions are between Hays Specialist
Recruitment (Australia) Pty Ltd (ABN 47 001 407 281) and/or any
subsidiaries or related bodies corporate trading through separate trading
names (‘we/us/our’), and the Client Employer and their legal
representatives, successors and/or assigns (‘you/your’), and specify the
terms upon which we will provide services to you until new Terms and
Conditions are notified to you in writing.

2. Acceptance of Terms & Conditions

2.1 The
acceptance of candidate details or interviewing of a candidate or
engagement of a candidate introduced by us, or the passing to any other
person or organisation of personal information pertaining to a candidate
introduced to you by us, will amount to your acceptance of the Terms and
Conditions. No variation can be made to these terms without the written
consent of a Director of Hays Specialist Recruitment (Australia) Pty Ltd.

3. Engagement of candidates 3.1 You must notify us

immediately where a candidate who we have introduced to your
organisation accepts an engagement with you. Once you agree to engage
a candidate introduced by us for any position within your organisation,
even if the introduction is made indirectly, whether as an employee or in
any other capacity, within 12 months of the initial introduction, you agree
to pay us an amount calculated in accordance with the fee schedule
below. A candidate introduced indirectly includes anyone introduced by
another candidate who had themselves been introduced by us in the
previous 12 months.

4. Onward referral 4.1 Introductions are confidential. Should an
introduction result in the engagement of a candidate, either as an
employee or any other capacity, to any other division or any related or
associated company or firm, or any other employer you will be liable to
pay us a fee calculated in accordance with the fee schedule below, as if
the candidate had been engaged by you.

5. Suitability of candidates 5.1 We do not accept liability for
any loss, claim, fine, penalty, expense, damage or delay suffered by you
arising in connection with a candidate irrespective of how it may be
caused or arise including for any indirect or consequential loss or damage
resulting from a breach of contract, tort (including negligence) fraud,
breach of statutory duty or otherwise howsoever caused or arising. You
will need to satisfy yourself as to the background, integrity, qualifications,
suitability, and where relevant, medical condition of the candidate for the
position and we do not make any representation to you in relation to any
of those matters. The recruitment decision rests with you. You will fully
indemnify and pay us on demand in respect of all liabilities, losses, claims,
fines, penalties, expenses and damages (including but not limited to Hays’
own losses and any third party claims and any legal costs on a full
indemnity basis) we suffer or incur arising out of or in connection with the
supply of our recruitment services in the ordinary course of business
under this Agreement, or any act or omission of any candidate.

6. Fee for service 6.1 The fee payable to us will be calculated as

a percentage of the candidate’s gross equivalent annualised remuneration
package (plus GST) which will be taken to include base salary and all
other benefits or allowances which represent remuneration in other
forms, such as superannuation, subsidised housing loans, bonuses,
commissions etc. Motor vehicles provided to staff will be valued at a
minimum of $15,000 per annum or as agreed in the package. Where a
placement is part-time, the salary will be equated to the full-time
equivalent and the fee shall be charged on that salary. The fee will be
calculated as follows: Salaries below $30,000
..............................................15.0% Salaries from $30,000 to
$49,999..............................16.5% Salaries from $50,000 to
$79,999..............................18.5% Salaries from $80,000 to
$149,999............................20.5% Salaries from $150,000
..............................................25.0% GST will be charged in addition to
the fee. 6.2 These fees are to be paid at the time specified in any invoice
we issue to you or if no invoice is issued or time is stated you will pay at
the following times: 6.2.1 Retained Assignments - where you have
requested an exclusive service to seek candidates. i) 33% upon
acceptance of the assignment (minimum of $3,000 plus GST). ii) 33%
upon presentation of a short list. iii) The balance remaining upon the
commencement of the successful candidate. 6.2.2 Contingent
Assignments - where you are seeking candidates but not necessarily
seeking an exclusive approach. i) These fees are to be paid on the
commencement date of the candidate.A minimum fee of $4,500 (plus
GST) will apply to any permanent placement. We reserve the right to
charge a fee if work is undertaken by us on an assignment that is
subsequently withdrawn or cancelled after a short-list of candidates has
been presented to you. 6.3 Time is of the essence in relation to payment
and we may require earlier payment or cash upon delivery of the services
if your credit worthiness becomes uncertain. All payments must be made
in full without any set off or deduction whatsoever. If you fail to pay on
time then without prejudice to any other remedy we may;

6.3.1 Cancel this contract or suspend supply 6.3.2 Set off any other
payments you have made against amounts due 6.3.3 Charge you interest
calculated daily and compounded monthly at 2% above the base rate of
ANZ Bank at the date of payment and the costs of recovery (including on
a full indemnity basis and legal costs).
6.4 If any supply made by us is in our view a taxable supply for GST
purposes or an adjustment event occurs that causes a supply to be a
taxable supply, we will be entitled to charge an additional amount to you
for GST or other similar tax and you acknowledge and accept our right to
charge an additional amount for GST or other similar tax.

7. Additional costs 7.1 You agree to reimburse Hays Specialist

Recruitment (Australia) Pty Ltd for the following out-of-pocket expenses
within 7 days of receipt of invoice: Expense Detail Estimated Cost (plus
GST)

8. Replacement guarantee 8.1 If a candidate you have

recruited through us leaves your employment within 12 weeks of the date
of commencement, we will endeavour to find a replacement free of
charge. This replacement guarantee only applies when our fee has been
paid within 14 days of the date of invoice, and we have been notified
in writing within 7 days of the occurrence of a termination, providing the
termination is for reasons other than retrenchment, change of job
description or working conditions. This replacement guarantee is valid for
a period up to 6 months from termination date and as the replacement
guarantee relates to a specific job description, we reserve the right to
negotiate our replacement terms should changes occur in the role
originally recruited for.Where a replacement is recruited there will be no
guarantee period applicable for such a placement. For the avoidance of
doubt there is no replacement guarantee on a fixed term placement.

9. Re-engagement 9.1 Should you, or any subsidiary, or

associated company, or related body corporate of yours subsequently reengage the candidate, or use the candidate, within the period of 12
calendar months from the date of termination a full fee in accordance
with paragraph 3 above becomes payable (with no entitlement to a
refund). 10. Advertising 10.1 Where agreed and set out below,
Hays Specialist Recruitment (Australia) Pty Ltd will advertise the
position(s) in the following newspapers and magazines and you agree to
reimburse Hays Specialist Recruitment (Australia) Pty Ltd for the costs
detailed below within 7 days of receipt of invoice: Newspaper/Magazine
Date Estimated Cost (plus GST)

11. Termination 11.1 If full payment is overdue by more than 14
days or any proceedings related to insolvency is taken or you make any
arrangement or composition with creditors then we may treat ourselves
as being discharged from this agreement and (without prejudice to any
other remedy) any fees will become immediately due and payable.

12. Force majeure 12.1 We will not be responsible for any

delays caused by or in any way related to or arising out of any cause
outside our reasonable control. Delays due to force majeure do not
relieve you from the obligation to pay for services already provided.

13. No warranty

13.1 Dates quoted for supply are given in good
faith and are approximate only. All warranties and representations
whether express or implied by law, trade, custom or otherwise are to the
extent permitted by law excluded.

14. Intellectual property 14.1 You acknowledge that no
intellectual property is conveyed or vests in you or any other person
pursuant to this Agreement.

15. Governing law

15.1 This Agreement and the supply of the
services will be governed and construed in accordance with the laws of
the State or Territory in which this Agreement is entered into and the
parties hereby agree to submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of a
competent court in that State or Territory of Australia.

16. Waiver 16.1 No express or implied waiver by us of any term of
this Agreement will constitute a waiver unless in writing and signed.

17. Entire agreement

17.1 This Agreement and any Hays
invoice or Hays proforma that are attached constitute the entire
agreement for the supply of services and supersede all prior
representations or statements whether oral or written made by or on
behalf of us. You acknowledge that, except as set out in this Agreement,
you do not enter into this Agreement as a result of or in reliance on any
promise, representation, advice, statement or information of any kind
given or offered by us, whether in answer to any enquiry or not. The
parties exclude all implied terms, if any provision of this Agreement is
determined by a court to be invalid or void or voidable then the remaining
provisions shall not be affected.

18. No assignment

18.1 You may not subcontract, assign or
otherwise transfer this Agreement in whole or in part.
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Terms of Business - Hays Australia
Specific terms for introduction of
temporary staff 1. Parties & nature of

relationship 1.1 Hays is a provider of recruitment and labour hire
services only and not a provider of work services. These Terms and
Conditions are between Hays Specialist Recruitment (Australia) Pty Ltd
(ABN 47 001 407 281) and/or any subsidiaries or related bodies corporate
trading through separate trading names (‘we/us/our’), and the Client
Employer and their legal representatives, successors and/or assigns
(‘you/your’), and specify the terms upon which we will provide services to
you until new Terms and Conditions are notified to you in writing.

2. Acceptance of Terms & Conditions 2.1 The

acceptance of candidate details or interviewing of a candidate or
engagement of a candidate introduced by us, or the passing to any other
person or organisation of personal information pertaining to a candidate
introduced to you by us, will amount to your acceptance of the Terms and
Conditions. No variation can be made to these terms without the written
consent of a Director of Hays Specialist Recruitment (Australia) Pty Ltd.

3. Payment obligations 3.1 You agree to pay the hourly

charge, (plus GST) advised by us at the time of the booking of the
assignment. This hourly charge includes allowance for all statutory
charges (including workers compensation, payroll tax and superannuation)
paid by us. Travelling, hotel or any other expenses as may be agreed, will
be charged in addition and itemised on the invoice (plus GST). A minimum
charge of four hours per day will apply to each contractor/ temporary
booking. Any amounts payable to temporaries employed under the
provisions and terms of an award, certified agreement or any other
legislative requirement, will be recharged to you. You agree not to provide
any non cash gifts to a contractor/temporary. Should you provide a non
cash gift to a contractor/temporary that may be regarded as a fringe
benefit; you agree to reimburse us for any Fringe Benefit Tax which we
may incur. 3.2 You agree to verify and sign or where the Hays Online
Timesheet facility is in use, authorise via this medium, the Employment
Business timesheets each week. Signature or online verification of the
timesheets by you constitutes acceptance that the contractor/temporary
has worked satisfactorily for the hours indicated on the timesheets. Failure
to authorise the timesheets does not alter your liability to pay for hours
worked. 3.3 All charges will be invoiced weekly and are payable upon
receipt. 3.4 You understand and agree that we are required to comply
with relevant industrial awards and laws applying to temporary workers
provided to you on assignments. You therefore agree to notify us
immediately if you require a temporary worker to work overtime or
outside ordinary hours. You agree that Hays may increase our fee in
respect of a temporary worker if you require them to work overtime or
outside ordinary hours. This increase will be automatically added to your
invoice and you agree to pay any such charges.

4. Subsequent engagement of a
contractor/temporary

5. Onward referral 5.1 Introductions are confidential. Should you
pass on an introduction which results in an engagement of a candidate,
either as an employee or any other capacity, to any other division or any
related or associated company or firm, or any other employer, you will be
liable to pay us a fee calculated in accordance with the fee schedule
above, as if the candidate had been engaged by you. Such a fee will also
apply where our temporary employees/ contractors are transitioned to
another employment agency/business for whatever reason and in
whatever manner.

6. Suitability of candidates 6.1 We do not accept

responsibility or liability for any loss, claim, fine, penalty, expense,
damage or delay suffered by you arising in connection with a candidate or
contractor/temporary employee, irrespective of how it may be caused
including for any indirect or consequential loss or damage resulting from a
breach of contract, tort (including negligence), fraud, breach of statutory
duty or otherwise howsoever caused or arising. You will need to satisfy
yourself as to the background, integrity, qualifications, suitability, and
where relevant, medical condition of the candidate for the position or
contractor/temporary employee and we do not make any representation
to you in relation to any of those matters. You should provide adequate
supervision and information to the contractor/temporary employee to
ensure the necessary standard of work during the assignment. Once the
contractor/temporary employee starts the assignment, the
contractor/temporary employee is under your control, supervision and
direction for the duration of the assignment. All acts, errors or omissions
of the contractor/temporary employee whether fraudulent, wilful or
negligent, are your responsibility, as if the contractor/temporary employee
was a member of your own staff and you agree to comply with all
statutes, by-laws and other legal requirements in relation to the
engagement of the contractor/temporary employee to which you are
subject in respect of your own staff. You will fully indemnify and pay us
on demand in respect of all liabilities, losses, claims, fines, penalties,
expenses and damages (including but not limited to Hays' own losses and
any third party claims and any legal costs on a full indemnity basis) we
suffer or incur arising out of or in connection with the supply of our
recruitment services in the ordinary course of business under this
Agreement or any act or omission of any candidate, or
contractor/temporary employee.

7. Occupational health & safety

7.1 We reserve the right
to remove any employee from the work place if it is deemed to be unsafe
or at risk.We also reserve the right to conduct safety audits/inspections to
enable the health and safety of our employees. You are to provide all
necessary OH&S training, site specific and work-specific induction required
before any employee starts work as directed by the relevant work cover
authority in your state. Should this not be possible you will inform Hays
Specialist Recruitment (Australia) Pty Ltd in order for us to ensure relevant
training is completed. You will inform us of any change in job description,
in order for us to reassess OH&S requirements of that individual ie

8. Replacement
guarantee 8.1 Should the performance of a contractor/temporary
whether retraining or a replacement is required.

4.1 If within the duration of an assignment of a contractor/temporary
introduced to you by us, or within 12 months of the conclusion of an
assignment of a contractor/temporary introduced to you by us, you
engage that person, either as an employee or any other capacity for a
limited or unlimited period, a placement fee will apply. The placement fee
will apply to any contractor/temporary introduced to you by us who is
engaged by you or any division, related company or associated company
on a permanent, contract/temporary, part-time or consultancy basis. Such
a fee will also apply where our temporary employees/contractors are
transitioned to another employment agency/business for whatever reason
and in whatever manner. 4.2 The placement fee is to be paid at the time
specified in any invoice we issue to you or if no invoice is issued or time is
stated you will pay on the commencement date of the candidate and will
be calculated as a percentage of the candidate’s gross equivalent
annualised remuneration package (plus GST) which will be taken to
include base salary and all other benefits or allowances which represent
remuneration in other forms, such as superannuation, subsidised housing
loans, bonuses, commissions etc. Motor vehicles provided to staff will be
valued at a minimum of $15,000 per annum or as agreed in the
package.Where a placement is part-time, the salary will be equated to the
full-time equivalent and the fee shall be charged on that salary. The fee
will be calculated as follows: Salaries below
$30,000.................................................................... 15.0% Salaries
from $30,000 to $49,999.................................................... 16.5%
Salaries from $50,000 to $79,999....................................................
18.5% Salaries from $80,000 to
$149,999.................................................. 20.5% Salaries from
$150,000.................................................................... 25.0% GST will
be charged in addition to the fee. 4.3 Where the amount of annualised
commencing remuneration is not readily ascertainable it will be calculated
as a multiple of 1800 times the hourly charge (plus GST) at which the
temporary/contractor was last supplied to you. 4.4 A minimum fee of
$4,500 (plus GST) will apply to any such placement. 4.5 No guarantee
applies to such placements 4.6 Time is of the essence in relation to
payment and we may require earlier payment or cash upon delivery of the
services if your credit worthiness becomes uncertain. All payments must
be made in full without any set off or deduction whatsoever. If you fail to
pay on time then without prejudice to any other remedy we may; 4.6.1
Cancel this contract or suspend supply; 4.6.2 Set off any other payments
you have made against amounts due; or 4.6.3 Charge you interest
calculated daily and compounded monthly at 2% above the base rate of

employee prove not to meet the requirements of the assignment as
agreed, we will replace the temporary at no charge for the first four hours
on a booking of less than one month, and at no charge for the first day on
bookings of one month and over, providing we receive notification within
36 hours of commencement.

9. Termination

9.1 If full payment is overdue by more than 14
days or any proceedings related to insolvency is taken or you make any
arrangement or composition with creditors then we may treat ourselves as
being discharged from this agreement and (without prejudice to any other
remedy) any fees will become immediately due and payable.

10. Force majeure 10.1 We will not be responsible for any delays
caused by or in any related to or arising out of any cause outside our
reasonable control. Delays due to force majeure do not relieve you from
the obligation to pay for services already provided.

11. No warranty

11.1 Dates quoted for supply are given in good
faith and are approximate only. All warranties and representations
whether express or implied by law, trade, custom or otherwise are to the
extent permitted by law excluded.

12. Intellectual property 12.1 You acknowledge that no
intellectual property is conveyed or vests in you or any other person
pursuant to this Agreement.

13. Governing law

13.1 This Agreement and the supply of the
services will be governed and construed in accordance with the laws of
the State or Territory in which this Agreement is entered into and the
parties hereby agree to submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of a competent
court in that State or Territory of Australia.

14. Waiver 14.1 No express or implied waiver by us of any term of
this Agreement will constitute a waiver unless in writing and signed.

15. Entire agreement

15.1 This Agreement and any Hays
invoice or Hays proforma that are attached constitute the entire
agreement for the supply of services and supersede all prior
representations or statements whether oral or written made by or on
behalf of us. You acknowledge that, except as set out in this Agreement,
you do not enter into this Agreement as a result of or in reliance on any
promise, representation, advice, statement or information of any kind
given or offered by us, whether in answer to any enquiry or not. The
parties exclude all implied terms. If any provision of this Agreement is
determined by a court to be invalid or void or voidable then the remaining
provisions shall not be affected.
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ANZ Bank at the date of payment and the costs of recovery (including on
a full indemnity basis any legal costs). 4.7 If any supply made by us is in
our view a taxable supply for GST purposes or an adjustment event occurs
that causes a supply to be a taxable supply, we will be entitled to charge
an additional amount to you for GST or other similar tax and you
acknowledge and accept our right to charge an additional amount for GST
or other similar tax.

16. No assignment

16.1 You may not subcontract, assign or
otherwise transfer this Agreement in whole or in part.
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Commercial in Confidence
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Welcome to Searson Buck
Thank you for this opportunity to assist you with your recruitment and human resource requirements. We look
forward to building a strong, successful and long-term business relationship with you.
Our Terms of Business are valid upon your acceptance and remain valid until further notification. Alterations and
additions may be made for particular work undertaken but must be in writing and authorised by Searson Buck and
your nominated representative.
Searson Buck operates within the ethical guidelines of the Recruitment & Consulting Services Association (RCSA),
the Association of Nursing Recruitment Agencies (ANRA) and in accordance with our brand promises, policies and
procedures, and the company vision and values.

Terms and Conditions of Business
These Terms of Business forms a Contract between Searson Buck ‘SB’ and you the ‘Client’. Searson Buck ‘SB’ means:
Searson Buck Group Pty Ltd (ABN 88 626 465 512); Searson Buck Pty Ltd ATF Searson Buck Unit Trust (ABN 70 082
744 285); Searson Buck Workforce Pty Ltd (ABN: 92 088 253 356); Searson Buck Holdings Pty Ltd ATF Searson Buck
Unit Trust trading as Searson Buck Health and NURSELine (ABN: 22 862 351 510).
A fee will be due and payable when an offer for any type of employment has been extended by a client and
accepted by a candidate, through the efforts of SB irrespective of referral method or position type. The client
agrees to advise SB within 24 hours of an offer and/or acceptance of a position by a SB referred candidate.
Should the client employ or otherwise engage the services of a candidate introduced or deemed to be introduced
by SB, within twelve months of introduction, a placement fee for the candidate will be payable to SB. If the client
employs or engages a SB temporary employee or contractor who has performed an assignment for the client
within the past 12 months, a placement fee will be payable to SB. SB requires notice within 24 hours if a referred
candidate fails to start, leaves or is terminated within the guarantee period.
Our standard trading terms are 14 days from date of invoice and all fees quoted are exclusive of GST. The client is
liable for all reasonable expenses and legal costs incurred by SB for enforcement of obligations and recovery of
monies due from the client to SB. The above terms and conditions including our trading terms must be met for
our guarantee to take effect. Interest may be charged at the rate of 1.5% per month on overdue accounts.
1. RECRUITMENT GUARANTEE
A once only replacement guarantee is applicable in the unlikely event that a candidate’s employment is terminated
within twelve (12) weeks of the commencement date, either of their own accord or for reasons relating to
unsatisfactory performance in the position. We must be informed within seven (7) working days of a termination
and have exclusive rights to provide a replacement candidate.
Our guarantee policy will not be applicable if the original placement invoice is not paid by the due date. SB does
not provide a guarantee on any candidate converted to permanent status from temporary. Conditions beyond SB
control including but not limited to the following, will not invoke the guarantee – retrenchment; restructuring or
significant job change; unforeseen medical problems; retirement; unsafe working conditions; misrepresentation
of position; workplace bullying; harassment; discrimination and unfair dismissal.
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If the replacement is at a higher salary, the cost difference to the original placement will be payable. No refund is
applicable to the client if the replacement salary is lower than the original placement. Additional advertising and
other costs incurred in making a replacement may be charged to the client.
2. CONFIDENTIALITY
In accordance with privacy legislation the client shall not disclose any information regarding SB candidates to any
other party and agrees to destroy all resumes and application details of unsuccessful candidates.
3. LIABILITY & INDEMNITY
SB will make every effort to present the right candidates based on the job brief provided by the client, but final
hiring decisions are solely the responsibility of the client who accepts all liability for that decision.
The client is responsible for any risk and indemnifies SB from any claim or loss, damage or liability incurred where
an employee is required to handle money, securities, valuables or confidential information, operate any plant,
equipment, and vehicles or be placed in any situation where loss or damage may occur.
4. WORKPLACE HEALTH AND SAFETY
SB will require the client to provide and maintain a healthy and safe working environment with appropriate tools,
equipment and systems for temporary workers and to undertake site specific induction. Nominated
representatives of SB shall be permitted to inspect the workplace to assess WH&S factors prior to temporary
worker's commencement and at periodic intervals.
At commencement, the client agrees to arrange an induction for the temporary worker in work practices,
processes and safety procedures. In the event that a temporary worker is directed to perform a new role or in a
new location a further induction must be completed and SB must be notified.
Any incident or grievance must be reported to SB within 24 hours, and documented evidence / reports must be
provided. The client agrees to inform SB of any injury sustained by a temporary worker as soon as practicable and
to provide copies of injury reports and accident investigations.
The client agrees to assist SB In providing suitable assignments for temporary clients who are returning to work
following an injury that was sustained when previously employed by your organisation.
5. TEMPORARY TO PERMANENT CONVERSION
If a temporary employee is offered permanent work by the client or a related company, be it full-time, part-time,
a temporary to permanent conversion fee is applicable. The conversion fee is a separate cost to the temporary
rate charged during an assignment.
Conversion fees are based on the permanent appointment fees. A discount may be provided based on the length
of time a candidate has worked for the client through us as a temporary staff person.
This is as follows:
Work duration
• 0 – 6 months
• 7 – 9 months
• 10 – 12 months
• 12 months plus

Discount
nil
25%
50%`
75%
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6. FIXED TERM CONTRACTOR FEES AND CONDITIONS
A candidate may be placed to work for an agreed fixed term as an employee of the client. As the employer of a
fixed term contractor the client is responsible for all costs, expenses and maintenance pertaining to the employee
including but not limited to, public and /or product liability, professional indemnity, workers’ compensation and
or directors’ and officers’ liability insurance.
Fees are negotiated on a monthly charge rate based on the per annum salary of the ‘full-time’ position. If the
client chooses to continue employing the contractor after the nominated period, a new monthly charge will be
calculated based on the duration of the new contract period.
Should a contractor be offered permanent employment with the client within a 12-month period a pro-rated
component of a permanent placement fee will be applicable.
If the client cancels, terminates or hires a contractor directly prior to the nominated agreed period finishing, the
remainder of the fee will be paid by the client in full and no guarantee period is applicable. An invoice will be
forwarded upon placement and monthly thereafter. Alternatively, the client may nominate to pay upfront in lieu
of monthly invoices.
7. TEMPORARY STAFF FEES AND CONDITIONS
SB will pay temporary staff the required hourly rate (net of taxes and other deductions required to be withheld by
law) and applicable superannuation, and cover public liability and workers compensation insurance.
A minimum booking period of four (4) hours is applicable. This also applies in the event of the cancellation of an
assignment within 24 hours of its scheduled start.
The candidate will submit an authorised weekly timesheet, which when signed by the client is deemed acceptance
of charges for time worked at the agreed rate plus any overtime (if applicable) and travelling costs or any other
expense reimbursements. Timesheets must be submitted by 3pm Monday or the end of the working week, and
will form the basis of the invoice. SB will submit invoices for charges on a weekly basis.
Fees are negotiated with the client based on the nature of the work to be performed, the level of skills required
and the relevant Modern Award. You shall advise us of any industrial instruments/agreements you have in place
which require temporary candidates to be paid at a rate different from the Modern Award applicable in your
industry.
SB reserves the right to amend pay rates and subsequent charges with appropriate notice in the event of duty/
task changes or because of an increase incurred in statutory charges for superannuation, payroll tax, workers
compensation or award rates.
The client must endeavor to give SB one (1) days’ notice for assignments that are less than one (1) month and one
(1) weeks’ notice for assignments over one (1) month prior to terminating an assignment outside of the original
time period. The client acknowledges that all termination matters must be handled by or in conjunction with SB.
Where the applicable Modern Award requires SB to offer permanent employment to a temporary staff member
after a certain period, and they accept this offer, this will not alter our agreement with you, and the agreed hourly
rate will continue to be charged to you.
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8. NURSELINE CONDITIONS
For any standard casual on-call placements cancelled within two (2) hours of shift commencement, Nurseline will
charge an equivalent of two (2) hours at applicable hourly rates. Any shifts cancelled on commencement of shift
will be charged at an equivalent of four (4) hours at the applicable rate. In the event of a grievance or a clinical
incident involving a Nurseline candidate, the incident must be properly documented by you, and be reported to
the Nurseline Placement Coordinator or Manager within 24 hours. If proper process is not followed there will be
presumption that no grievance exists.
9. PERMANENT FEES
All part-time positions will be billed on the basis of full-time remuneration. A robust procedure to source
candidates does not reduce for part-time positions. Permanent Fees are calculated as a percentage of the total
remuneration package including base salary, allowances, superannuation, and motor vehicle (valued at $18,000).
• $0 to $70,000
16%
• $70,001 to $100,000
18%
• $100,001 plus
20%
10. RETAINED FEES
A fee for the total remuneration package is payable in instalments as negotiated with your SB consultant. In the
event that the client withdraws the retained position prior to completion, the client will forfeit the initial payment.
The client agrees to provide SB with a signed offer of employment, upon request, to verify actual permanent
remuneration.
11. ADVERTISING
All print advertising will be charged at the publisher’s casual rate plus typesetting costs. Online advertising forms
part of our recruitment advertising strategy and includes SEEK, multiple national job boards, our Searson Buck
website and associated social media platforms. Additional advertising locations or industry specific sites will be
charged at applicable rates. Fees will be discussed and approved prior to publication with the client, and separately
invoiced.
12. PRE-EMPLOYMENT CHECKS
As part of our service we complete employment and personal reference checks with the candidate’s consent and with
regard to privacy and confidentiality requirements of both parties. Pre-employment checks such as police, medical and
competency assessments will be completed at the request and expense of the client unless otherwise agreed.

I accept the fees and services detailed above in the Terms of Business and acknowledge that these conditions and fees
apply to all people referred to our organisation by SB and employed by us the Client unless otherwise agreed. These
Terms of Business are valid until further notification.
Company: _____________________________________________________________________________________
Name: _________________________________________________ Title/ Position: _________________________
Signature: ______________________________________________ Date: _________________________________
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Thank you very much for the opportunity to present options
for the search and selection of your new General Manager for
Flinders Council.
Your consideration is greatly appreciated.

ABOUT US
Searson Buck Search is a member of the Searson Buck Group. A Tasmanian
owned recruitment and HR professional services firm. For more than 30
years, we have offered independent business expertise in executive search,
recruitment, human resources, technology and outsourcing, as well as career
transition and coaching services.
As a group, we offer our clients an innovative range of solutions to help them
become more strategic, efficient, cost-effective and competitive. In Tasmania,
Searson Buck operates from three offices in Hobart, Launceston and Burnie
and employs more than 40 people.
Searson Buck is the largest supplier of specialist executive resources in
Tasmania and is able to provide significant value and expertise in recruitment
activities. We are proud of the client base that we have developed as well as
the testimonials to validate our expertise and experience.
Our team would be excited to play a pivotal role in the recruitment and
selection of your new General Manaer.

Richard
2
incorporating
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Our Understanding –
of Your Requirements
Searson Buck has great pleasure in providing an outline of our
services to Flinders Council based on our understanding of
your requirements.
Flinders Council is involved in delivering a wide range of legislated and nonlegislated services and initiatives: community and economic development,
tourism, natural resource management, and promoting the health and
general wellbeing of the Furneaux Region community and its environment.
Council provides many services and facilities to enhance the quality of life
of local residents and, where possible, to add value to their properties,
businesses and investments. Council must also ensure that the standard of
services provided are financially and operationally sustainable over both
the short and long-terms, and are appropriate to the needs and desires of
the community it serves.
Flinders Council is currently seeking to appoint a new General Manager
and we thank the current Mayor, Annie Revie for providing Searson Buck
with the opportunity to recruit for this important role. We also thank Annie
and some of the key staff at Flinders Council for their time on the phone to
brief us on the role and the Council’s current operations.
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Retained Process:

Searson Buck works with clients on a retained basis for these type of
Recruitment Assignments.
Based on the requirements of Flinders Council, we are pleased to present the
following information for your consideration.
•

A transparent process, particularly if there are internal applicants who may like to apply
and participate in the recruitment process. This provides an independent and impartial
third party to facilitate the process and manage the applications of all internal employees

•

The management and sourcing of all candidates that Searson Buck identifies for the
position and ensure they receive high-quality service throughout the process whether or
not they are successful

•

Consultant shortlisting

•

Face to face interview by Richard Durand or his team

•

An in-depth presentation of shortlisted candidates to client

•

Client interview

•

Reference checks

•

A 3-month post-placement guarantee period

Investment
Searson Buck would like to offer
Flinders Council a rate of:
FEE:

18%* of successful candidates salary

*Usual rate is 20%. All prices exclude GST.
The Searson Buck fee includes all media advertising including print and online.

PAYMENT DETAILS:
As per our standard terms of business our fees are payable in three stages:
•

One third on acceptance of the assignment and signed agreement

•

One third on receipt of the shortlist

•

The balance upon offer of the candidate

4
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Your Team
Should you require any further information then please do not
hesitate in contacting us.

Richard Durand
Richard is responsible for Executive Search and Senior
Recruitment for Searson Buck and is an experienced Human
Resources and Operational Executive.
As a Director for five years within KPMG Tasmania’s externally
facing Human Resources division he facilitated a number of panel
appointments as part of the State Government’s Board Selection
process across a number of Departments and Agencies.
During this time he also appointed approximately 50 C-Suite Executives, General
Managers and Industry Specialists across the Commercial, Not For Profit and
Government sectors here in Tasmania. Within the local Government space he has
worked with both large and small Councils including Launceston, Dorset, WaratahWynyard, Circular Head, Kingborough and Clarence specifically to recruit both
General Managers and Executives. He has an outstanding network of contacts who
could be potential candidates for the General Manager position.
He has spent two and half years in Sydney working with clients such as the NSW
State Government, Zurich, Foxtel, Bayer, APRA, Uber and Korn Ferry and during
this time he also worked on secondment in Papua New Guinea
where he contributed to the Board review of the country’s
Sovereign Wealth Fund and their two leading Superannuation
Funds.
Prior to joining KPMG Richard was Director of Operations
for realestate.com.au and Head of HR Shared Services and
Recruitment for Newcrest Mining before discovering the
charms of Tasmania and all it has to offer.
He has a Masters of Management (HR and Industrial Relations)
from Monash University and is a Certified Member of the Australian Human
Resources Institute (CAHRI). He is passionate about ensuring that Tasmanian
organisations get the best and balanced talent available to continue the positive
momentum we have seen in recent times.
rdurand@searsonbuck.com.au
0421 615 963
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Your Team
Simone Ashby
Simone has been part of the growth of the Searson
Buck business for the past 13 years.
She is a member of the Executive Group and has
taken responsibility for driving the learning and
development and cultural strategy to ensure we
remain a values based business.
She is responsible for the Executive Search,
Transition and Development business that supports
organisations challenged by change, diverse workforces, growth or reductions.
Simone has worked in executive search and recruitment, career transition, leadership
development, workforce and career planning for the past 19 years and has assisted
a number of recognised brands and organisations work through the process of
restructure and change. Simone has solid experience in executive search as well as
providing career coaching for senior managers working and leading through a
changing environment. On many occasions Simone has assisted transition
participants to secure their first Board position or executive role. Simone’s experience
in search, recruitment and transition, gives her the ability to provide clients and
candidates with valid and informed advice and support. Simone is accredited in SHL
objective assessment and will play a key role in the assessment of candidates against
a defined competency framework. Her knowledge of local networks is invaluable
when working within the local Tasmanian market but also has leverage nationally
through long term business partnerships.
Simone has worked extensively across a number of large scale recruitment, change
and transition projects in state government, GBE’s, Not for Profit and private
enterprise. She values the strategic partnerships that are created and builds long
term trusted relationships, giving clients the highest level of confidence in her
delivery of specialised and tailored services.
sashby@searsonbuck.com.au
0419 497 160
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Let’s find anager!
General M
It is with confidence that Searson Buck provides this initial proposal.
Our proven capability in executive recruitment is backed by a strong and
sizeable delivery team, excellent research capability, as well as a proven
service delivery methodology which is aligned to our brand promises of
reduced risk, rapid response and the right experience.

ACCEPTANCE OF PROPOSAL
I accept Searson Buck’s proposal to find our new
General Manager for Flinders Council.

Signature: _______________________________________			
Name:

_______________________________________

Title

_______________________________________		

Date:

_______________________________________		
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